Business
- safe and sound

Expos are back on track. Trade fairs, expos and conference organisation requires us
to focus on health-related safety and security. Let us make expos and conferences
a safe meeting place together. The Targi Kielce's management board’s priority is to implement
the required sanitary safety and security measures while ensuring the expo centre’s
guests’ comfort. Personal protective equipment, adequate distance between events’
participants, on-going disinfection of frequently touched elements, innovative technical
solutions - this and much more for events’ participants' safety and wellbeing.
The events’ participants are required to observe the strict rules, regulations and procedures
which include compulsory participants registration. Only authorized persons,
service providers and contractors’ personnel may enter the expo grounds. Every trade fair
and conference participant (including exhibitors, visitors, media, people providing
services, et.al) submits a mandatory epidemiological declaration that the person
is not a subject to quarantine or isolation.

A safe space
for doing business
based on the strict
safety and sanitary
rules

Innovative solutions
on board
Innovative solutions have been implemented at the expo grounds a multifunctional gate for individual sanitary control has been installed.
The device has been designed to increase the people’s health safety and security
whenever they participate in events organised at Targi Kielce and its Congress Centre

A cutting-edge mobile diagnostic and preventive cubicle
equipped with temperature control devices and
automatic disinfection (decontamination)
functions has been made available for guests.

* The procedure is simple - one enters the compartment and makes a full turn (360˚) with raised hands.
The procedure is completely safe and harmless owing to the micro-spraying system
used for decontamination. The system produces a dry mist. The device renders viruses
and bacteria present on clothing and shoes harmless in just a few seconds.

We create the right
conditions for doing business

Online registration systems
for exhibitors, media
and visitors

Online admission tickets
sold for particular
expo days

Limited and fully
controlled number
of event participants

We provide
appropriate
meetings
space

2m
Clearly marked, safe entrance areas.
A minimum 2 m social distancing
principle observed

Non-contact
documents inspection system
Exit
Entry

Separate communication
routes for incoming and outgoing participants.
Traffic streamlined in order to minimise the infection
and contamination risk

We do care
for your safety

Obligatory nose
and mouth covering
for staff members as well as
for events’ organisers, personnel
and participants

Mandatory,
contactless
body temperature screening
whenever one enters
the expo centre.

(a face mask, a shield or other material *)

Mandatory hand disinfection
upon entering. Applies to all
people entering the facility.

* Face masks can be purchased on site

General-use dispensers
with disinfectants
available throughout
the expo centre.

We minimize the risk
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3m

The width of the aisles
and between expo stands
increased up to min. 3 meters

Precise counting system
- we know the exact number
of participants at the facility

Cash registers, registration
and reception desks, service points
separated with Plexiglass dividers

Payments
with the use of
cashless systems

The events have been specially designed
to avoid unnecessary
people clustering in one place

No distribution
of advertising materials
in the events zone

We act and support

Regular (at least every 2 hours)
disinfection of common areas:
handrails, door handles, elevator buttons
and expo stand elements in particular

Sufficient number
of security staff
who monitor all types
of sanitary rules violations.

A medical unit
equipped
with non-contact thermometers
available for the whole event duration

Isolated and properly disinfected rooms
for people who demonstrate
infection symptoms

!
Emergency telephone number:
+48/504842390

We communicate

i
Information campaigns
on the safety rules
and regulations
applicable at
the expo grounds

Precise communication
and instructions on show
for the whole events’ duration safety and hygiene
rules explained

Clearly visible
educational materials
(posters, charts,
instructional videos)
on how to apply safe
conduct rules

Targi
Kielce

Targi Kielce is the organiser of over 70 expo and 700 conferences and
meetings a year.
We offer the state-of-the-art infrastructure and 90,000 m2 exhibition
grounds, including 36,000 m2 indoor expo space in 7 exhibition pavilions
as well as Targi Kielce’s Congress Centre and 2400 parking spaces. All
spaces used for expos and conferences have been properly prepared and
adapted for the purpose. We strictly follow the Chief Sanitary Inspector’s
recommendations. The Targi Kielce’s extensive expo space makes it possible to maintain the appropriate social distance between participants. The
buildings' large volume and efficient ventilation system ensure appropriate
air exchange. The facility has also been equipped with automatic counting
systems for people entering.

The procedures are the result
of the close collaboration
between the experts
and trade fair and congress
industry’s representatives

Procedures
in force
in Targi Kielce SA
meet the highest
standards

The rules and regulations based on:
• the Council of Ministers’ Regulations*
(Journal of Laws 2020, item 964)
• GIS Chief Sanitary Inspector and WHO guidelines
• EEIA (European Exhibition Industry Alliance) guidelines
• UFI (Global Association of the Exhibition Industry) guidelines
• and PIPT (Polish Chamber of Exhibition Industry) guidelines

*According to the Council of Ministers Ordinance of 29 May 2020
on establishment of specific restrictions, orders and bans related to the epidemic,
state, trade fairs and expos may be held from 6 June 2020

Contact
TARGI KIELCE SA
1 Zakładowa Street
25-672 Kielce
tel. +48 41 365 12 22
fax +48 41 345 62 61
biuro@targikielce.pl

